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Summary
In the present work we perform fluid-structure interaction simulation of the fluid
flow in type B aortic dissection (AD), accounting for the flexibility of the intimal
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flap. The interaction of the flow with the intimal flap is modeled using a monolithic
Arbitrary Lagrangian/Eulerian (ALE) model. The model relies on choosing velocity
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as the kinematic variable in both domains (fluid and solid) facilitating the coupling.
The fluid flow velocity and pressure evolution at different locations is studied and
compared against the experimental evidence and the formerly published numerical
simulation results. Several tear configurations are analyzed. Flap deformation and
stresses are estimated. Influence of the tear size upon the fluid flow and the flap
deformation is discussed.
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INTRODUCTION

An aortic dissection (AD) results from tearing of the inner layer of the aorta. Blood flow emerging through the tear causes
dissection of the inner and middle layers of the aorta. If the blood-filled channel ruptures through the outer aortic wall, AD
often becomes fatal. Depending on the location of the dissection, one distinguishes between the ascending AD (type A) and
descending AD (type B). Type A ADs typically require surgical interventions, while type B becomes a chronic disease with a
high long-term morbidity and mortality rates due to often recurrence, progressive dilatation of lumen and aortic rupture 1 . The
survival rates of ADs of type B are as follows: from 50 to 80 % at five years and from 30 to 60 % at 10 years. There are several
causes for the progressive dilatation of the AD such as number, location and size of the intimal tears, elasticity of the intimal
flap (IF), the pressure differences between the true(TL) and false lumen(FL) or the high intra-luminal pressure that may provoke
the rupture of the tissue due to high mechanical stress caused 2 .
Identifying the possibility of high pressure occurrence and/or the impact of the tears on the dissection flow are essential for
preventing the lethal outcomes. However measuring or quantifying these parameters clinically is very challenging as it requires
invasive techniques. For this reason, numerical simulations and ex-vivo experiments can play an important role in studying the
chronic AD progression in order to prevent lethal outcomes. Considerable amount of work has been dedicated to understanding
the haemodynamics in the aortic dissection in ex-vivo models 3, 4 , experimental phantoms 5, 6, 7, 8 , using numerical simulations
of phantom models 9, 10 of real AD patients 11, 12, 13, 14 and most recently using 4D phase-contrast MRI AD data 15, 16 .
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Majority of the previous numerical simulations of AD considered fluid dynamics only, excluding the elastic effects in the
walls and the intimal flap (e.g. 13, 10, 9 ). However, solid deformation (particularly in the vicinity of the tears) may have considerable effect upon the flow. Moreover, numerical models based on the assumption of rigid solid are incapable of predicting stress
distribution within the flap and identify the regions potentially prone to rupture. Therefore, fluid-structure interaction simulations appear to be necessary to accurately reveal the complex nature of the considered phenomena. Few recent works performed
FSI in AD 14, 12 . In 14 partitioned FSI simulation of acute aortic dissection were performed using ABAQUS software and compared against an experiment made on a fraction of porcine aorta connected to an electronically actuated pulsatile flow pump.
The analysis concentrated on flow velocities in true and false lumina. Partitioned FSI simulations using ANSYS of aortic dissection based on a sample patient case were performed in 12 . The study obtained predictions of wall shear stress significantly
different from those obtained by the rigid wall model. FSI models applied to-date to AD studies fall into the class of partitioned
approaches, which often experience low coupling convergence rates (or no convergence) when the density of the interacting
fluid and solid have similar densities (which is the case in the problem at hand), known as the ’added-mass-effect’ 17, 18 . Monolithic FSI models are free of added-mass effect and provide a feasible alternative to the partitioned approaches precisely for the
cases characterized by similar densities of the solid and the fluid. As shown in e.g. 19 or 20 for Lagrangian class of FSI models,
monolithic approaches can be computationally efficient provided that the kinematic variables describing the fluid and the solid
are the same.
Current work presents a modeling methodology capable of predicting the coupled fluid-solid behavior following a monolithic
approach. The computational model is based on an Arbitrary Lagrangian/Eulerian framework. The formulation utilizes velocity
as the unique kinematic variable in both the fluid and the solid, facilitating the monolithic coupling. In the simulations performed
particular emphasis is given to the study of the influence of the tear size upon the mechanical response. Remark, that one of
the commonly used surgical approaches to AD treatment consists in introducing an additional tear in the intimal flap. However,
the exact correlation between the tear size, number of tears and location with the heamodynamics inside the aorta as well as
response of the tissue is yet to be fully understood. Therefore, better understanding the impact of the tear size/location can be
crucial for the success of the surgical intervention.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the governing equations of the fluid-structure interaction model used for
the simulation of an AD. Next, in Section 3 geometry, material data and boundary conditions corresponding to the considered
AD case are presented. In Section 4 the most significant results of the numerical simulation are summarized and the comparison
with the reference data is made. Section 5 is devoted to summary and conclusions.
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2.1

COMPUTATIONAL MODEL
Monolithic ALE fluid-structure interaction approach

In the present work a monolithic computational model "tailored" specifically for meeting the peculiarities of the problem at
hand is implemented. It follows the idea originally proposed in 21 for fluid flows in biological systems (similar partitioned ALE
FSI approach may be found in 22 ). The approach is particularly suitable for modeling systems involving flows in flexible pipes
(characterized by solid deformations predominantly in the direction orthogonal to that of the flow). The model relies on solving
the fluid-structure interaction problem (blood-flap interactions) within a framework of Arbitrary Lagrangian/Eulerian finite
element method (ALE FEM). It belongs to the monolithic type in the sense that the fluid and the solid are marched in time together
on a single mesh and no coupling iterations are needed. In order to avoid the necessity of introducing the interface governing
equations (ensuring continuity of the kinematic variables and stresses across the fluid-solid boundary), same kinematic variable
is used to formulate the governing equations of the fluid and the solid domain following the ideas proposed in the context of
Lagrangian FSI models in 19 and 23 . This distinguishes the present approach from 21 , where difference in the kinematic variables
between the solid and the fluid domain obliged introducing additional interface equations.
The overall ALE FSI setting is shown in Fig. 1 . For explaining the concept, let us consider a model problem: a fluid flow in
a flexible pipe. Fig. 1 (a) shows the discretized domain consisting of a fluid between a rigid lower and a flexible upper wall. A
constant flux is prescribed on the left (inlet), the flexible upper wall is fixed at its left edge. The fluid flow causes deformation
in the solid. The deformed configuration is shown in Fig. 1 (b). One can see that the fluid elements in contact with the solid
deform together with the solid, while the rest of the fluid elements remain undeformed. This is facilitated by using the Arbitrary
Lagrangian/Eulerian (ALE) framework, which encompasses Lagrangian and Eulerian ones as two limiting cases. Grey part of the
domain (Ω𝐿 ) corresponds to the solid, that is described in the Lagrangian fashion. This is obtained in the general ALE framework
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(a) Undeformed configuration

(b) Deformed configuration

FIGURE 1 Different sub-domains of the monolithic ALE fluid-structure interaction model

by setting mesh velocity equal to material velocity. White part of the domain (Ω𝐸 ) corresponds to the fluid, that is described
within the fixed grid (Eulerian framework obtained in ALE by setting mesh velocity to zero) except for the layer of elements
adjacent to the solid (Ω𝐴𝐿𝐸 ). Interfacial fluid elements are treated as follows: the nodes shared with the solid move according to
their convective velocity ("Lagrangian nodes"), while the rest of the nodes are maintained fixed ("Eulerian nodes"). Thus, the
overall setting is the Arbitrary Lagrangian/Eulerian one, where different sub-domains have different relationship between the
mesh velocity and the material velocity.
In the following the governing equations will be presented. Details of the monolithic ALE FSI formulation used here (including
the discretized equations) can be consulted in 24 .

2.2

Governing equations

In both the fluid and the solid the linear momentum conservation equation holds. In the Arbitrary Lagrangian/Eulerian framework
this equation can be written as
𝜕v
(1)
𝜌 + 𝜌 (c ⋅ ∇) v − ∇ ⋅ 𝜎 = f𝑒𝑥𝑡
𝜕𝑡
(2)
where v is the material velocity, c is the convective velocity with respect to the ALE mesh moving with velocity v𝑚 (such that
c = v − v𝑚 ), 𝜎 is the Cauchy stress, and f𝑒𝑥𝑡 is an external force (typically, gravity). Density of the continuum is denoted as 𝜌.

Fluid model
The fluid flow in the application of interest is either blood (real AD) or phantom fluid (water in the in vitro AD experiment
we are studying). The fluid will be modeled as a viscous incompressible Newtonian fluid. Thus, additionally to the momentum
conservation (Eq. 1) the incompressibility condition must be satisfied:
∇⋅v=0

(3)

The constitutive equation for Newtonian fluid reads:
𝜎 = −𝜌𝑘∇ ⋅ (∇v + ∇v𝑇 ) + 𝑝𝐼

(4)

where 𝑘 is the kinematic viscosity, 𝑝 is the fluid pressure and 𝐼 is the identity matrix.

Solid model
The intimal flap material (silicon in the in vitro experiment) exhibits a nearly linear elastic behavior. In order to model this
behavior and at the same time match the kinematic variable of the fluid (so as to ensure that the solid and the fluid domains have
the same degrees of freedom at shared nodes and thus automatically move together), we shall use the hypo-elastic solid model.
This model can be naturally used in conjunction with the momentum equation (Eq. 1) written in terms of velocity. We note that
in the solid elements the convective velocity equals the material velocity (c = v) making the convective term of the momentum
equation vanish.
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An isotropic hypoelastic solid (see e.g. 25 ) is a material defined by a linear relation between the stress rate and the deformation
rate:
◦

𝜏 = 2𝜇𝐷 + 𝜆(𝑡𝑟𝐷)𝐼

(5)

∇v+∇v𝑇

where 𝐷 =
is the strain rate tensor and 𝜇 and 𝜆 are the Lame constants that can be expressed as functions of Young
2
modulus 𝐸 and Poisson’s ratio 𝜈 of the material as:
𝐸𝜈
𝜇=
(6)
(1 + 𝜈)(1 − 2𝜈)
𝐸
𝜆=
(7)
1+𝜈
◦

𝜏 is known as Truesdell rate of Kirchhoff stress tensor 𝜏, which is related to the rate of second Piola-Kirchhoff stress 𝑆 as:
◦

̇ 𝑇
𝜏 = 𝐹 𝑆𝐹

(8)

where 𝐹 is the deformation gradient. Cauchy stress is related to Piola-Kirchhoff stress as
𝜎 = 𝐽 −1 𝐹 𝑆𝐹 𝑇

(9)

where 𝐽 is the Jacobian (determinant of the deformation gradient).
Adopting the updated Lagrangian framework, considering that the current unknown configuration is the reference, the above
equation leads to the following expression for the time derivative of the Cauchy stress tensor (note that the deformation gradient
equals unity in this case) 26 :
𝜎̇ = 𝜅𝜖𝑣 𝐼 + 2𝜇𝐷
where 𝜖𝑣 = 𝑡𝑟(𝐷) is the volumetric strain rate and 𝜅 = 𝜆 +
the stress rate by integrating Eq. 10 in time.

3

(10)
2
𝜇
3

is the volumetric viscosity. The Cauchy stress 𝜎 is obtained from

MODEL DATA

Geometry and material properties
As a reference the experimental data of the in vitro study 6 is used here. In the mentioned experiment, the phantom models of
dissected aorta were made of silicon (TL wall) and latex (FL outer wall) and connected to a dynamic flow circuit, mimicking
the cardiovascular system. The models exclude the aortic arch and the true lumen has a constant inner diameter. To simulate
proximal and distal tears, circular holes of various diameter were created (see Fig. 2 ). The phantom is fixed at the proximal and
distal parts by fixation rings. The dimensions are as follows: true lumen inner diameter D1=14 mm, dissected segment diameter
D2=40 mm, false lumen length L1=160 mm, dissection flap thickness h1=2 mm, true lumen lenth L2=390 mm. Centers of the
circular holes representing the tears were located at a distance of 175.5 mm (proximal) and 320.5 mm (distal) from the inlet.
With respect to tear diameters, three scenarios were considered. In the first one (this will be referred here-thereafter as "Case
10-10") both tears had a diameter of 10 mm, in the second one ("Case 10-4"), proximal tear had a diameter of 10 mm, while the
diameter of the distal one was 4 mm. An additional case with only a proximal tear of 10 mm diameter ("Case 10-0") was also
analyzed with the objective to understand the effects of the secondary tear upon the dissection flow. The geometrical models
reproducing these three configurations are shown in Fig.3 and summarized in Table 1 .
Inlet, outlet and wall conditions
Boundary conditions used in the present work were prescribed according to the data of the in vitro experiments.
At a point x of the fluid inlet a parabolic time-dependent velocity profile is prescribed:
(
)2 )
(
𝑟(x)
v(x, 𝑡) = n𝑣𝑝𝑟 (𝑡) 1 −
𝑅

(11)

where n is the unit normal vector to inlet surface, 𝑟 is the distance from the center of the inlet, 𝑅 is the inlet radius and 𝑣𝑝𝑟 is the
velocity magnitude obtained experimentally.
At the outlet time-dependent Neumann condition was prescribed:
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FIGURE 2 Synthetic model of a type B aortic dissection. Cross sectional areas: inlet, proximal tear, distal part and outlet

(a) Case 10-10

(b) Case 10-4

(c) Case 10-0

FIGURE 3 Analyzed configurations.

𝝈 ⋅ n = 𝑝𝑝𝑟 (𝑡)

(12)

Time-dependent prescribed values v𝑝𝑟 (𝑡)) and 𝑝𝑝𝑟 (𝑡) are specified in Fig. 4 . In our work we impose the pressure profile
measured at the outlet by 6 . To make consistent comparisons and with the objective to analyze the influence of the distal tear, in
our study same inlet waveform and outlet pressure were considered in all cases.
The pressure input (Fig. 4 b)) represents a period corresponding to normal haemodynamic conditions in the human aorta.
The duration of the period is about 0.88s, with the peak pressures reached at 0.25 s approximately and a biphasic diastolic
period. The perfusion liquid used in the experiment was distilled water, with density of 1000 𝑘𝑔∕𝑚3 and kinematic viscosity of
0.86x10−6 𝑚2 ∕𝑠.
AD walls are considered rigid (green), with the exception of the intimal flap (purple) (see Fig. 2 ). The mechanical properties
of the flexible intimal flap are:
• Young’s modulus 𝐸 = 2 KPa.
• Poisson’s ration: 𝜈 =0.4
• Density 𝜌 = 2000 𝑘𝑔∕𝑚3

The bottom part of the AD and the proximal/distal joint areas (ring) of the intimal flap with the aorta are also fixed, see Fig.
2 . Homogeneous velocity boundary condition (v = 0) is prescribed at all the outer walls, except for the one separating the true
lumen and the false lumen.
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Case

Proximal tear (mm)

Distal tear (mm)

10
10
10

10
4
0

Case 10-10
Case 10-4
Case 10-0

TABLE 1 Cases studied.

(a) Velocity at the inlet

(b) Pressure at the outlet

FIGURE 4 Time-dependent inlet and outlet boundary conditions.
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RESULTS OF THE NUMERICAL SIMULATION

In the present section the AD FSI simulation results obtained using the present numerical model are discussed. The ALE FSI
model was implemented by the authors in the ULFApplication branch of Kratos Multiphysics, an Open Source C++ object
oriented Finite Element framework 27 . The generalized Newton-Raphson procedure was used to solve the governing system of
equations. At every non-linear iteration, the monolithic linear system (solid+fluid) was solved using the stabilized Bi-conjugate
gradient method (BiCGSTAB). The convergence criteria used were as follows:
• non-linear iterations tolerances

Velocity. Relative: 𝜖𝑣 =

||𝛿v||
||v𝑛+1 ||

< 10−6 . Absolute: 10−8

Pressure. Relative: 𝜖𝑝 =

||𝛿𝑝||
||𝑝𝑛+1 ||

< 10−4 . Absolute: 10−6

• linear solver tolerances

BiCGSTAB: 10−8

FIGURE 5 Location of the analysis points for the fluid pressure ("numerical sensors").
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Point
TL Proximal
FL Proximal
TL Distal
FL Distal
TL Midpoint
FL Midpoint

X

Y

Z

0.1755
0.1755
0.3205
0.3205
0.248
0.248

0
0.017
0.017
0
0.0
0.017

0
0
0
0
0
0

TABLE 2 Location of the analysis points for the fluid pressure ("numerical sensors").

FIGURE 6 Case 10-10. Pressure evolution at the "numerical sensors".

The locations of pressure measurements are indicated on Fig. 5 . Additionally, maximum midpoint pressure was recorded
in TL and FL (at a mid-distance between the corresponding proximal and distal points). The coordinates of the points are
summarized in Table 2 . The model is aligned with the X-axis, zero of the coordinate system is located at the center of the inlet.

4.1

Case 10-10

The first configuration analyzed (Case 10-10) involves two tears of equal diameter (10 mm). First, fluid flow is studied and
afterwards emphasis is given to the intimal flap deformation.

Fluid flow
Fig. 6 shows pressure evolution measured at 4 "numerical sensors". One can see that the peak pressure of about 16.2 KPa
is reached at time t=0.25. Local minimum (about 12.7 KPa) is reached at t=0.53 s. Both peaks coincide with the ones of the
prescribed outlet pressure. Very minor difference is observed among the values recorded at different sensors.
This behavior (nearly the same pressure evolution at all the locations) was also observed in 6 . Fig. 7 shows comparison of
the pressure results obtained in the present work with those of the in vitro experiment 6 as well the CFD simulation 9 (the latter
performed assuming rigid flap). One can see that the present results nearly coincide with the in vitro data. The peak value during
the systole exactly coincides at the true lumen distal sensor, while at the true lumen proximal sensor the peak value obtained in
the present work is slightly higher than that of 6 . Similar trend is observed in 9 and 10 . Negative pressure gradient in X-direction
observed in the numerical simulations may be attributed to the pressure boundary conditions which is prescribed at the outlet
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(a) FL proximal pressure

(b) FL distal pressure

(c) TL proximal pressure

(d) TL distal pressure

FIGURE 7 Case 10-10. Pressure evolution at various locations. Comparison with the results of 6 and 9

(i.e. in the vicinity of the true lumen distal tear). Equal pressure evolution at analyzed locations demonstrates that the large tears
ensure that no large pressure gradients between FL and TL arise.
Fig. 8 shows fluid velocity distribution at two time instances: 0.1 and 0.4 s. At these two time instances the highest velocities
are observed at the proximal and distal tears, respectively. One can see that the velocity peaks at the tears do not exactly coincide
in time with the peaks in the inlet velocity (which correspond to 0.16 (peak systole) and 0.46 s (peak diastole) approximately).
The velocity field is shown along the vertical cut made at Z=0 (XY-plane). One can see velocity fluxes through the tears. At
t=0.1 s a flux (maximum velocity of the jet is about 1.35 m/s) enters TL via the proximal tear. At the same moment the fluid
is suctioned into the TL via the distal tear (negative vertical velocity of about 1.2 m/s at the peak of the jet). It is important to
note that the jet is displaced from the center in the downstream direction, i.e. towards the right wall of the tear. At t=0.4 s, fluid
enters the false lumen via the distal tear with a velocity of 1.2 m/s and exits the false lumen via the proximal tear at 0.5 m/s
approximately. The jet through the proximal tear is wide, occupying nearly the entire tear, while the distal tear jet is narrow and
shifted towards the right wall of the tear.
Horizontal velocity in the false lumen is barely affected by the flow through the tears, reaching maximum value at the center
of the channel, the value being close that that of the inlet velocity. Nearly no vorticity is observed.
The velocity evolution has been recorded in the vicinity of the proximal and the distal tear. We selected the location so as to
capture the observed jets ((x,y,z)=(0.1806,0.01, 0.0) for the proximal tear and (x,y,z)=(0.326, 0.0067, 0.0) for the distal one).
Comparison of the obtained velocity through the proximal tear with the result of 6 is shown in Fig. 9 (a). The results of the in
vitro experiment shown here were obtained by averaging the highly oscillatory graph provided in 6 . One can see a very similar
trend and coincident location of maxima and minima. However, the positive peak values obtained in the present work are larger
than the ones measured in 6 . On the other hand, negative values are nearly the same.
This can be explained by the fact that the velocity in the experimental study were measured approximately at the center of
the tears, while the jet is actually shifted to the right as can be clearly seen in Fig. 10 . A 3D vector plot of the velocity at the
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(a) t=0.1 s

(b) t=0.4 s

(c) t=0.1 s

(d) t=0.4 s

FIGURE 8 Case 10-10. Velocity fields at different time instances.

(a) Velocity evolution at proximal tear. Comparison with 6

(b) Velocity evolution at proximal and distal tears

FIGURE 9 Case 10-10. Vertical velocity evolution at proximal and distal tears.

proximal tear are shown in Fig. 10 (a). Vertical velocity (𝑉𝑦 ) distribution along the longitudinal direction at the proximal tear is
shown in Figs. 10 (b). One can see that the velocity at the center of the tear is more than twice lower than the maximum value
(located at a distance 𝑑 = 0.007 m, measured from the left corner of the tear) .
Velocity evolution at the proximal and the distal tears is shown in Fig. 9 . One can see that the fluxes through both tears are
very similar in value. Similar results were reported in 10 and 28 .
The directions of the fluxes through two tears are opposite, that is, when a flux enters the FL via the proximal tear, it exits
from there via the distal one and vice versa. Taking into account that the size of the two tears is equivalent and the pressure
in the TL and FL are nearly the same, similar fluxes may be expected to be produced at both tears. Similar observations are
made in 11 . However, 6 reports that during the systole fluid enters the FL at both the proximal and the distal tear. Such behavior
is possible in case of an incompressible fluid flow only if either the FL walls expand (thus accommodating increased volume of
fluid) or if the fluid exits the FL simultaneously via the same tears (creating a recirculation at the tears). These phenomena have
been observed neither in the experiment nor in the numerical studies.
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(a) Velocity vectors

(b) Velocity distribution along the tear (longitudinal direction)

FIGURE 10 Case 10-10. Velocity at proximal tear. t=0.1 s

(a) Vertical displacement at Point M

(b) Deformed solid at t=0.87 s. Magnif. x100

FIGURE 11 Case 10-10. Flap deformation.

Flap deformation
Fig. 11 (a) shows time evolution of the vertical displacement of the the flexible flap measured at the middle of the flap
((x,y,z)=(0.25, 0.99, 0)). One can see that maximum displacement is reached at t=0.25 s, nearly coinciding with the instance of
maximum pressure. Maximum displacement equals approximately 0.045 mm, which is relatively small, taking into account that
the flap thickness ℎ1 =2 mm and the outer diameter of the flap tube is approximately 16 mm. Fig. 11 (b) shows the distribution
of Y-displacement in the flap at t=0.3 s as well as the deformed geometry at the end of the simulation (t=0.88 s). In order to
clearly see the deformation in the solid, the displacements were magnified by the factor of 100. One can see expansion of the
intimal flap and a symmetric pattern with respect to the YZ plane placed at x=0.25 m. Evolution of the normal stresses in the
intimal flap is shown in Section 4.4.
In order to assess the impact of accounting for the flap flexibility upon the flow behavior, the simulation using a rigid solid
model was performed. It was discovered that nearly no effect upon the fluid flow takes place. Distal FL pressure evolution
obtained using the rigid and the FSI model is shown Fig. 12 . One can see that solutions are nearly coincident. Taking into
account that the maximum displacement observed in the intimal flap is very low, this behavior is expectable.
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FIGURE 12 Case 10-10. Distal FL pressure evolution. Flexible vs rigid flap.

4.2

Case 10-4

For assessing the effect of the tear size upon the fluid flow and the flap deformation next we consider a configuration with a
smaller distal tear. Case 10-4 consists of a proximal tear with a diameter of 10 mm and a distal tear with a diameter of 4 mm.
The inlet and outlet boundary conditions are identical to the ones used for Case 10-10.

Fluid flow
Fig. 13 shows pressure evolution measured at the numerical sensors. Once again, pressure evolution at all locations closely
resembles the prescribed outlet pressure. The peak pressures are slightly higher than the ones observed in the Case 10-10.
Additionally, in comparison with the Case 10-10, the difference between the true lumen distal pressure and the pressure at the
rest of the locations becomes more evident. Proximal TL and FL as well as distal TL pressures are nearly identical. Smaller
distal tear is responsible for the difference between the pressure at the distal TL sensor and the pressure in the rest of the sensors.

FIGURE 13 Case 10-4. Pressure evolution at the "numerical sensors".
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Fig. 14 shows velocity distribution at two time instances: 0.1 and 0.4 s. Horizontal and vertical velocity fields are shown
separately. Similarly to the Case 10-10, at these time instances the highest velocities through the tears are observed. At t=0.1 s
a flux with the velocity of 0.8 m/s enters FL through the proximal tear. Simultaneously, fluid is enters TL from the FL through
the distal tear with the maximum jet velocity of about 1.5 m/s. Jet at the proximal tear is located at the right corner of the tear
(additionally a smaller flow having velocity in opposite direction is formed at the left corner of the tear). Jet at the distal tear
is wider and occupies nearly the whole tear. At t=0.4 s nearly no flux is observed through the proximal tear, while a jet with
the maximum velocity of 1.1 m/s enters false lumen through the distal tear. In the formerly analyzed case (10-10) at t=0.4 flow
from false into true lumen was observed at the proximal tear.
Horizontal velocity in the false lumen is nearly not affected by the flow through the tears, having the maximum value at the
center of the channel, the value being close that that of the inlet velocity.

(a) t=0.1 s

(b) t=0.4 s

(c) t=0.1 s

(d) t=0.4 s

FIGURE 14 Case 10-4. Velocity fields at different time instances.

Vertical velocity evolution at the tears is shown in Fig. 15 . Velocity is measured in the vicinity of the right walls of each
tear, so as to capture the behavior of the jet. In comparison with the Case 10-10, a much higher flux through the distal tear is
observed here (maximum velocity nearly 3 times higher during the systole and nearly 5 times higher in the secondary peak).

FIGURE 15 Case 10-4. Vertical velocity evolution at proximal and distal tears.
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Flap deformation
Fig. 16 (a) shows time evolution of the vertical displacement of the flap. One can see that maximum displacement is reached at
t=0.25 s and equals approximately 0.06 mm (some 20 % higher than in the Case 10-10). Fig. 16 (b) shows the distribution of
Y-displacement in the flap as the deformed geometry at the end of the simulation (t=0.88 s). The displacements were magnified
by the factor of 100. One can that the intimal flap undergoes larger expansion in the vicinity of the distal tear. Evolution of the
normal stresses in the intimal flap is shown and discussed in Section 4.4.

(a) Maximum vertical displacement

(b) Deformed solid at t=0.87 s. Magnif. x100

FIGURE 16 Case 10-4. Flap deformation.

4.3

Case 10-0

Additionally to the above-described cases characterized by the presence of two tears, we have analyzed a configuration with
no distal tears. Proximal tear with a diameter of 10 mm was considered. Inlet and outlet conditions coincide with those of the
previous cases.

Fluid flow
Fig. 17 shows pressure evolution at the numerical sensors. One can see that slight pressure instability appears at all the locations
except for the TL distal sensor. Pressures at the three sensors (TL/FL proximal and FL distal) are nearly identical, with a
maximum value of around 16700 Pa, which is larger than the maximum pressures observed in the cases characterized by the
presence of a distal tear.
Fig. 18 shows velocity distribution at t=0.1 and t=0.4 s. Comparing the observed fields with the formerly analyzed cases, one
can see that at both instances, fluid re-circulation is observed at the tear. A small jet entering FL emerges at the right corner of the
tear, while a slightly wider jet in the opposite direction enters the TL at the left corner of the tear during the systole (t=0.1). At
t=0.4 the situation is opposite. The velocity value of the jets is much smaller than in the formerly analyzed cases. Additionally,
one can observe vortices appearing in the TL (see Fig. 18 d)). Horizontal velocity pattern still remains nearly unaffected.
Flap deformation
Fig. 19 (a) shows time evolution of the vertical displacement of the the flexible flap measured at the location where maximum
displacement was observed ((x,y,z)=(0.32, 0.099, 0)). One can see that the maximum displacement and the entire curve is
very similar to that of the Case 10-4. Maximum displacement is reached at t=0.25 s and equals approximately 0.06 mm. The
vertical displacement at the end of the simulation is around 0.04 mm (some 10 % larger than in the Case 10-4). Fig. 19
displays the distribution of Y-displacement in the flap as the deformed geometry at the end of the simulation (t=0.88 s). One
can see a considerably higher expansion of the intimal flap at the distal part than at the proximal one. The pattern is completely
non-symmetrical. Evolution of the stresses in the intimal flap is shown in Section 4.4.
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FIGURE 17 Case 10-4. Pressure evolution at the "numerical sensors".

(a) t=0.1 s

(b) t=0.4 s

(c) t=0.1 s

(d) t=0.4 s

FIGURE 18 Case 10-0. Velocity fields at different time instances.

4.4

Discussion

Pressure
In all the analyzed cases pressure measured in 4 locations (in the vicinity of the tears, on TL and FL sides) are similar to the outlet
pressure. For small distal tears the difference between TL distal pressure and the pressure at the rest of the locations becomes
more pronounced. Large tears ensure nearly uniform pressure distribution between the lumina. In case of the configuration
consisting of a single tear, pressure oscillations are observed.
Pressure differences between TL and FL may indicate conditions of aortic growth arising 2 . Aortic fenestration is a method
for decompressing the hypertensive false lumen by creating a hole in the distal part of the dissection flap 29 so as to reduce
the FL/TL pressure difference. To get the insight of these differences in the cases studied here, pressures were measured in the
FL and TL also in the midpoint locations. The midpoint pressures in FL and TL observed in the three analyzed configurations
are provided in Table 3 . One can see that the maximum pressure difference between the FL and TL manifests in the case of
no distal tear (pressure difference of 390 Pa). Introducing a second tear results in diminished pressure difference. Small distal
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(a) Vertical displacement at Point M

(b) Deformed solid at t=0.87 s. Magnif. x100

FIGURE 19 Case 10-0. Flap deformation.

FIGURE 20 Case 10-10. Velocity in the vicinity of the tears and the characteristic features of the flow.

tear reduces the pressure difference to 90 Pa. Large distal tear results in negligible pressure difference between the true and
false lumen. This observation confirms that the small tear size may produce insufficient reduction of the FL pressure. This is
in line with the conclusion made in 30 , where it was stated that the pressure difference between the TL and the FL is inversely
proportional to the cross-sectional area of the exit tear.

Velocity of the flow
Detailed view of the flow velocity in the vicinity of the tears is shown in Figs. 20 and 22 for Case 10-10, Case 10-4 and case
10-0, respectively. In case of two tears the flow enters the FL via the proximal tear and exits the FL via the distal tear during
systole, while during the diastole the flow enters the FL via distal tear and exits the FL via the proximal tear. The jets passing
through the tear are typically shifted in the downstream direction from the center of the tear, especially in case of large tears.
In case of a single tear, the flow enters and exits through the tear simultaneously creating flow re-circulation. Vortex structures
appear in the flow. In all the analyzed cases horizontal velocity in the true lumen remains nearly unaffected by the tear flow.
Even though, the velocity of the vortices is relatively low, the vorticity may affect the haemodynamics in the suprarenal and
iliac arteries. This phenomenon requires further investigation.
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FIGURE 21 Case 10-4. Velocity in the vicinity of the tears and the characteristic features of the flow.

FIGURE 22 Case 10-0. Velocity in the vicinity of the tears and the characteristic features of the flow.

Displacements and stresses
Evolution of normal stress (𝜎𝑥𝑥 and 𝜎𝑧𝑧 ) for the three analyzed cases are shown in Figs. 23 (a) and 23 (b). One can see that the
size of the distal tear has a slight influence on the maximum stress value, however in case of the large tear the difference between
the maximum and minimum stresses (amplitude) becomes reduced. In terms of displacements (Fig. 23 (c)), small distal tear has
nearly no effect (the results with and without the distal tear are nearly identical). However, large distal tear reduces the maximum
displacement by 20 %. This means that a small tear might provide only a minor reduction in the stresses of the intimal flap,
confirming the observation made when analyzing the effect of the tear size upon the pressure difference between the lumina.
Observing the deformation distribution in the flap in case of no distal tear, one can see that the maximum expansion coincides
with the area where fenestration is usually carried out.

5

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In this work a monolithic Arbitrary Lagrangian/Eulerian fluid-structure interaction model developed and implemented by the
authors was applied to the simulation of fluid flow in Aortic Dissection. Elastic intimal flap was considered. The model allowed
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(a) Evolution of 𝜎𝑥𝑥

(b) Evolution of 𝜎𝑧𝑧

(c) Evolution of vertical displacements

FIGURE 23 Comparison of the three cases (Case 10-10, 10-4, 10-0). Stresses and displacements.

Case

𝐷𝑦 (mm)

10-10
10-4
10-0

0.045
0.06
0.06

Stress (Pa)
𝜎𝑥
𝜎𝑧
11250
11540
11960

16270
16800
17980

Jet 𝑉𝑦 systole/diastole (m/s)
Prox. tear
Dist. tear
1.28 / -0.52
0.8 / -0.15
0.51 / 0.13

-1.2 / 1.18
-1.47 / 1.11
N/A

Midpoint pres. (Pa)
TL
FL
16099
16303
16390

16125
16397
16780

Δ𝑝 TL/FL (Pa)
26
94
390

TABLE 3 Summary of the results (maximum values are provided).

predicting not only the flow data (fluid pressure and velocity), but also the deformation and stresses in the flap. Being monolithic,
the model does not require coupling iterations and does not suffer the added mass effect (which manifests in instability of the
FSI solution when the density of the fluid is close to that of the solid, which is the case for AD system).
For the cases analyzed, the intimal flap displacement was found to be very low (∝ 0.05 mm). This deformation is negligible
considering the size of the flap and the true lumen. Comparison of the results obtained under assumption of rigid flap with the
ones of the elastic flap also led to a conclusion that for the studied material (silicon) the elasticity of the flap has nearly no impact
upon the fluid flow. Maximum displacements in case of the configuration consisting of two large tears were found to be about
20 % smaller than in case of small distal tear or no distal tear.
Nevertheless, accounting for solid deformations in the simulation allowed us to get the insights of the effect of the tear size
upon the stresses in the flap. It was found that the stresses in the intimal flap decrease in case of configurations involving two
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large tears whole presence of a small distal tear had little impact. In case of a large distal tear, not only the peak values of
the axial stress decrease by some 10 %, but the amplitude of the oscillation between the systolic and diastolic phases becomes
considerably suppressed (by 30 %). The difference between midpoint pressures at FL and TL was reduced by the factor of 10 in
the case of having large distal tear.
Detailed analysis of the flow through the tears revealed that the jets at the tears are typically shifted in the direction of the flow
(i.e. downstream). This is an important data that must be taken in consideration in the future experimental and numerical studies
as it indicates that velocity varies along the tears and the location of the velocity measurement must be chosen so as to capture
the jet. Measurements made in the middle of the tear may be incapable of revealing the true velocity of the jet, particularly for
the cases of large tears. We also discovered that at both the systolic and diastolic phases the flow direction via proximal and
distal tear is always opposite, i.e. if the flow enters the FL via proximal tear, it simultaneously exits the FL via proximal tear and
vice versa.
Overall, the proposed model has proven to be a feasible option for the analysis of the problem at hand. In the future, modeling
the entire false lumen channel as a flexible solid must be performed. Analysis of stress distributions in the areas that are affected
by the jets emerging through the tears may provide valuable data for the clinical practice in terms of prediction of collapsability
in the external part of the false lumen. Analysis of the AD configuration using the biological data rather than that of a phantom
set-up defines the next step to be done in our research. As shown in 12 , in such case the impact of the flap deformation upon the
fluid flow through the tears may become significant.
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